
Full Board Trustee Meeting 04-12-2021

Present: Tom Fletcher-Manuel (TFM) (Chair of Board of Trustees), Ben Thomas (BT) (Vice-Chair), Chiedza Mhondoro (CM) (Trustee), Keely Brown (KB)
(Student Trustee), Neave Taylor (NT) (Student Trustee), Alfie Whillis (AW) (President of the Society), Isaac Costello (IC) (FCO), Kirstin McCann (KM)
(Vice-President)

Apologies: Glenn Holmwood (Trustee), Stephanie Root (SR) (Trustee)

CHARITABLE FULL BOARD MEETING 07.09.2021
Agenda Point Discussion Actions & Owners
Preliminary Session

1. Welcome TFM welcomes all

1. Update from
Principal – Prof
Tammi Walker

TW Firstly, I am very excited about the refurbishment works that are taking place in the Society. We have
commenced the New Build at Parsons Field on 4/11/21 and this should finish on 4/4/22. The scope of the
works includes a new social space extension, reception, JCR and gym. I am leading this work and it is all on
course at the moment. Further, we have spent £2000 on new signage on the Parsons Field site so it is clearer
and easier to find for both students, staff and visitors. Secondly, we are hoping that Houses 26 and 27 North
Bailey will be completed in January 2022 despite a hole in the one of the walls appearing in late November!

Regarding formals, we have managed to have several of these over Michaelmas term, and when restrictions
have been imposed, we have held hybrid wine and cheese gatherings, which has allowed us to meet in-person
but also use zoom meetings facilitated with a meeting OWL that we have. The College Remembrance took
place in person on 14/11/21 and we re-commenced the Friday Fish and Chip Lunch on 19/11/21. The College
Carol Service at St Margaret’s Church on 5/12/21 was very well attended and supported by both staff and
students.

In October we had our first College Advisory Board meeting, and we have new terms of reference and have
invited several new members to be involved. In November I interviewed with the Master at Hatfield for a new
joint College Chaplain, and I am pleased to introduce and welcome Rev Dr Julia Candy who will be joining us
from Epiphany Term as our College Chaplain one day a week.
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The College and the JCR have jointly won an award for £5000 from the Universities Ring-Fenced Carbon
Budget to ‘Build the Bailey Wardrobe’ a cross-JCR initiative which aims to provide members of Cuth’s, John’s
and Hatfield with sustainable and affordable clothing options for formals and balls. Cuth’s JCR is leading this
initiative.

Lastly, I have great pleasure in announcing that the Cuth’s College Officers put forward Dr Bob Banks, Chair
of the Fellows for the 2021/22 Dunelmensis Award. Durham University Senate gives this award to
acknowledge the personal, exemplary, and sustained contribution of an alumna or alumnus in facilitating the
advancement of Durham University. Dr Banks has shown exceptional commitment to the University and the
Society over the years. He has been enormously generous with his time and support despite his substantial
personal and professional commitments.

As you can see, we have been very busy, and I would like it recognised that I have worked very closely with
Alfie, Jack and the SCR over this period, and they have been a pleasure to work with. Alfie in particular has
put in a lot of hours to work with me on all the initiatives. He is a super President.  I have also given the JCR
£5000 to upgrade the JCR in House 12, and this will commence in Epiphany Term.

1. Approval of
minutes of last
meeting
September 2021

TFM SR wanted the accrue and prepayment basis in FCO update clarified. On the action points I have not
investigated an alternative payroll provider and AW will give an update on the SLA later

Minutes passed

KM to update the
minutes

1. President’s
Update

AW Broadly, the JCR is currently in a great position, and we are operating very well. The Executive
Committee have been working extremely hard and working well together, attendance at JCR Meetings has
been extremely high, and engagement across the board appears strong, including with elections which have
seen high numbers of candidates.

AW to apply more
pressure on Quentin,
book a meeting, and
update us in 3-4 weeks
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I was elected as Chair of JCR President’s Committee, so I now represent common rooms in several University
meetings including Wider Student Experience Committee. I am trying to push an agenda to expand the
University/SU-provided provision of training for sabbatical officers and improve CR representation on
university committees.

Relations with Durham SU have grown increasingly poor over this term due to their failure to fulfil basic
duties in organising PresComm, extremely poor communication with common rooms and the student body
more generally, and failure to act on housing issues that were particularly acute this year. My attempts to open
a dialogue around the democratic elements of the complaints made by Cuth’s and other Presidents have been
entirely unsuccessful.

I have worked on and now proposed a substantial restructure of both the Executive Committee and the Welfare
Committee, with lots of help from Kirstin, that aims to increase the ability of the President of the Society and
committee chairs to develop and expand our operations, rather than scraping by. These will be considered at
the JCR meeting tomorrow.

Responding to spiking concerns was a big focus for some time - recent conversations I have had with the
police suggests that the rate of incidents has significantly declined.

Supported several highly successful in-college events such as Oktoberfest, 12 Days of Outreach, and the
Pantomime.

Michaelmas Ball was held at Beamish Hall with the theme “What Happens in Vegas” and was an enormous
success; 400 guests attended for dinner and 150 extra guests attended for ents. We subsidised the event by
around £3000 from the reserves, which was passed in a JCR meeting, which permitted us to still have three
live bands, professional lighting, staging and tech, dodgems, free food, a casino room, a DJ, and burlesque
dancers, despite significantly higher costs due to Covid and Brexit related issues. The event forced the
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University to clarify their policy on independent common rooms taking on risk related to health & safety: their
policy is we can do what we want if it complies with their insurance and safety guidelines.

Received the money from FIXR that was owed to us but have made little progress on the Hardwick money -
this point will be a priority for me going forward.

The Facilities Working Group that was set up at the start of term has recommended that we convert the House
8 Gym into a new Exec office, convert half of the H12 JCR into a conference room, and make several
improvements to our common rooms - college have offered us £5,000 for that project, which we will have to
supplement from JCR reserves. We are also investing in improving the library furniture, which college are
matching 4:1.

College have finally gotten formals running again, albeit less frequently and in a more limited way, and I made
sure noting was allowed; college have also been discussing decorating the new building, which I ensured was
not ugly.

Negotiations on the new Memorandum of Understanding have effectively stalled due to the University Being
preoccupied with Covid response, though I raised the issue with Jeremy Cook yesterday and he assured me that
UEC (University Executive Committee) aims to complete the renegotiation by the end of next term. Assistance
will be needed from trustees in ensuring the agreement is legally sound.

My priorities for the next term are to continue working with Ben on a long-term strategy (which I am sure
other trustees may want to input on), investigating possibilities for investing our reserves, developing an
alumni strategy alongside the new Association Chair (Elena Martin!) and the college (who are renewing their
strategy), and ensuring Exec elections are well contested and engaged with.
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Questions

TFM On the Hardwick money, are they ghosting us or is it refusal to pay-out?

AW They have agreed to pay 30% which is what we agreed last time, I did not send bank details over as
Quentin Sloper has tried to get them on a call to get 50% - he works in burst on it and then goes silent on me. I
do think it will be solved next term

TFM What makes you think that?

AW We have 30% in writing. I am not worried as I know we will get 30% and the University covered £5k
which is 22% so we have 50% of exposure covered - over 50% is good considering the loss other common
rooms are facing on losses

TFM What is the likelihood of getting more than 30%?

AW About a quarter

TFM Is this worth dedicating the time to or should we take what they have offered - if they have given us 30%
what would an extra 20% mean?

AW £4000

TFM As a board is it worth chasing £4k at 25% chance? This is money the charity has budgeted to spend any
way

AW All the money we get back on this is pure profit in the sense we had budgeted to spend it - no liquidity
issues at all, it is not taking up a lot of my time and so I am happy to sit on it

TFM Is there a time limit on their offer of 30%?

AW Not one stated

CM Did you respond about the 30% in any way?
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AW Quentin acknowledged it and said we would still like to speak in person. They replied to a week later
asking us to come the next day, but Quentin could not

CM How long ago was the 30% offered?

AW Three or four weeks ago

TFM Is anyone calling them? You need to find out Quentin’s availability, call Hardick and arrange a meeting.
Emails going back and forth is not efficient

AW I do need to apply more pressure on Quentin, I agree

CM When does the term end? If it is next week this is the time to chase people before people drop off for
Christmas

NT Term ends next week so are we likely to get a meeting in a week?

TFM Not but you can find out Quentin’s availability and book a meeting in at some point soon with Hardwick

CM On the furniture purchase - what exactly is the amount the JCR is paying and what is the amount college
are covering?

AW The JCR is paying about £1000, and we have a motion to approve this in the next JCR meeting, college
are paying around £4000

AW I should raise my point about the SLA in my update - it is also Quentin doing the SLA. I have raised this
with the Pro Vice Chancellor, all common rooms have experienced significant slowness, and the University
Executive Committee are setting a deadline for the end of next term to have all the agreements finished so it
should be next term when this is signed

1. Financial Session
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1. FCO quarterly
update

IC I will track through month by month. September, we have a large income due to the levies. Most of the
expenditure was the fresher's week events which is large. October, not huge for income: only a few levies, but
we had some expenditure for Michaelmas ball and for other events. November was bigger with subs from
sports and societies as well as income from events as we received all the money back from fixr but a lot is for
fashion show, it covers our exposure though. We had more with sports and socs spending and Michaelmas ball
spending - this will be covered when we get the money from ticket sales. We are doing well

TFM In our reserves we have just under 70k. Regarding the operational account, we did the transfer of around
50k, so it makes sense. Total cash has increased across all - I assume from levies?

IC Yes from levies and the 20k from fixr

TFM How much is going out for fashion show?

IC We need to work that out because their budget was not correct nor reflective of actual expenditure

TFM Have they committed a certain amount to a charity?

IC No they have just promised some amount to the charity they chose

TFM We need to make sure we have covered all our costs for that event and then that is fine

AW Am I right we do not have the pay-out from Eventbrite yet?

IC Yes and that is about 30k

AW There is also about £800 from panto as income too

TFM What were the changes on the budgets?
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IC A few sports and societies have amended their budgets, but they are not great changes and have not yet
been updated on the total budget

TFM SR said the management accounts were not updated and both of those need to be updated live because if
there was some situation where you disappeared tomorrow, we need to know the situation with them. SR asked
for an update on auditors

IC Ribchester have not spoken to me much this term, but I checked they are working on an accruals and
prepayment basis. They said they would do it on an accruals basis anyway as that is the charity law

TFM Do they have all the information with the amount they need with the accruals

IC They have not asked me for much since, but I will contact them

TFM It is important they know what the accruals are and know what the values should be as I do not think we
have been properly invoiced on salaries yet. I did speak to the accountant, and she said the April - July invoice
would be sent 11 days ago but have you received anything?

IC I have received that

TFM Have we paid the invoice of the 20k from before

IC We have but I will double check

TFM Ribchester will need that amount for accruals, and they will need to know the fixr amount and the
amount from fixr for summer ball - make sure they know the amounts and it is all clear

CM I forgot to say after the first bit it sounds like you guys are doing an excellent job, we are still in a
pandemic, but it is good to see how you guys have tackled this term

TFM Agreed, you have taken over after a tough handover too.
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AW I would like to note we will see an increase in income from the University about £700 that the budget
needs to reflect

TFM Glad tidings indeed

AW They will try pass that off as an actual increase

TFM It sounds inflationary - kept it the same in real terms but better than a kick in the teeth

KB In terms of finances, I am on Finance Committee - is there anything I should be doing

TFM We need to talk about subcommittees and that will come up later

1. Nominations Session

1. Nominations
Update

KB We put the advert out and got some applications, we had interviews on Thursday - we wanted more of a
discussion about the candidates and how we want to approach picking one or multiple. They were all strong
and we have the grid you should be able to see - it was 60-65 scores for all candidates

TFM I would like to pull in the structure of the board. Firstly, we have had two more resignations - sad to see
SB and SC leave. We have 2 positions and 3 candidates from interviews, the 4th was leagues away from
experience so was not brought to interview. All 3 were excellent, vastly different experiences but it is worth
saying the one concern is that the diversity of the pool was not great - we have 3 white male candidates, we
would have preferred a more diverse candidate pool and we have not had any subsequent applications. We
need to have a diverse board, but we also have a skill set missing on the board. We had GD who is Cuth's
alumnus as a local and mature student, studied law whilst bring up kids and since enjoyed a varied career in
law and politics. A lot of experience setting budgets and strategic plans and worked closely with charitable
organisations and gave us the sense he is aware of the issues facing the JCR - he was the highest scorer. AW
pointed out more of a generalist rather than a specialist. Next is GKL who is Cuth's alumnus, studies
philosophy and works for Coutts - worked in wealth and investment management, is a keen reader of minutes
and is a doner to the music room. He made it clear donations are not contingent on getting a role but has
experience we are lacking for what we should be doing with our reserves and how we should structure future
investment projects. Final candidate came to Durham in the 70s as an exchange student and never left - he
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founded a law firm in the northeast which specialised in advising trade unions, he is retired and remembers
Cuth's event thought he was at castle and Ustinov. He runs a charity and Bede’s world museum in Hexam or
somewhere - he understands charity legislations. Slightly less gregarious - picked his words more carefully. He
studied what was known as oriental studies and has links into Chinese communities and felt passionate about
improving engagement from east Asian students who often feel excluded. He is a college mentor. One has
finance, one legal and one who ticks both in a more general way. I personally think they would all bring a lot to
the board

KB I want to bring it back to what we touched upon with diversity - the “negative” was representation of the
board. If we were to take on all three, we would be looking at a board that is not as diverse as we would like. I
do think it is something to be concerned about but if we had a wider pool - I just want others' opinions. This is
not a normal pattern to have ⅔ student trustees female, but we need to look at the makeup of the trustee board.

TFM Any specific thought or ideas on how to move forward? We have 3 outstanding candidates on paper, but
we have a duty to consider diversity on the board - we cannot guarantee balance of student trustees every year
and if we have 3 male students the board would be incredibly male dominated which I am not comfortable
with this

NT I noticed there is no talk about representation of working-class students - as a working-class student that is
something to be mindful on the board too

AW GD comes from a working-class background

TFM GD was the exact student Cuth's was founded to support - he is from a working-class background and
has worked to support those from that background but that is an important thing to think about. It was not
something any of the candidates touched on - we did not ask about economic backgrounds, GKL talked very
passionately about community engagement too though

KB Re iterating what you were saying - diversity on paper is not where we want it to be, but all candidates
made specific reference to certain issues students are facing

CM TFM did 4 people apply and only 3 interviews?

TFM Yes
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CM Where did we advertise?

KB We sent one to alumni association, on LinkedIn and got it on the news stream of college

AW I got it on all the college mailing lists -it went around the SCR; I do not know where GD found it but GKL
on alumni

KB GD said he replied to the sway made by Debora from college

CM I ask that because going forward, should we be reaching out more personally - I found it on TFM’s page,
is there something we could do about targeting people, keeping it fair, nut targeting people in our own
connections. I did some maths - we are 10 and would be going up to 11 if we took on 3 and only 4 female and
2 external females. I am more on the side of caution on if we become a male heavy board

TFM That is a concern - it gives us poor diversity of thought, viewpoint, background, and experience. Even
from an optical perspective it does not give the view to student that we can give a broad viewpoint

AW I propose if we expand it by an external trustee, we also expand by one student trustee but there are many
ways we could do that. I would not be in favour of expanding external without expanding internally so whole
board would get bigger b 2 people

CM If we took on 3 externals now - would we take on an internal for this academic year

AW I would make it so an existing role became another trustee - at other colleges, the FCO equivalent would
be another student trustee

TFM Rather than mandating gender - we could talk about more than just gender - would it be feasible to say
we could have 4 student trustees and 2 should be male and two females

AW SWC proposed this last year after a full board meeting, and it was discussed - the question was whether it
was legal, and we could not work it out

KM We went away and looked at it, we spoke to SC and the conclusion was that it was actually illegal

TFM I would check – aren’t the welfare officer roles gendered
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AW They look at gender issues, but anyone can really run for those roles

TFM On the basis we cannot directly control the candidate pools but there are levels of influence we can use
to get more applications - a specific action point from student side was ensure that we actively encourage a
diverse candidate pool to apply from the JCR and make it clear the board values diversity and that is important.
I do not know if there was a reason for it not being

KM EM (President 19/20) spoke to me about the culture of the board when she was President and really
strongly encouraged me to run as the rest of the board in her time was all male – including student trustees

NT I only ran because KM came to me, and I would not have run without that

KB Putting out the message that we value diversity is crucial, but we need to improve the visibility full stop.
The pool we have for student trustee is not big as there is not much know about the role or enthusiasm for it
and it all ties in to improving visibility

AW This is a contentious point - trustees should not be visible and I do not think trustees should run drop ins -
it is not the role of trustees to be accessible

KB It is just the role - people do not know it exists

AW You gain visibility in a role by doing things in a public way, I am always publicly doing my role - there are
some exec roles that are not visible. The role of student trustee should not be accessible as we do not Nedd the
board to become a forum for complaints

BT People just need to know who the student trustees are

AW But there is no practical way to do that, boards have thought about it before but there is no effective way
to do it without creating a conflict of interest

TFM trustees should not be running drop ins but there is no issue with knowing who the trustees are

AW You do not get visibility by plastering your name and face around - you get visibility by being visible in a
public way but there is nothing for the trustees to do in that way
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TFM better advertisement for the role not the people then, being a trustee is great for the cv and the
conversations you are privy to and only the ones that happen at top levels in companies. These strategic
conversations for budgets, the structure of the board and its affairs are important. That is the angle oyu go
down

KM You get an issue with people doing it just for their CV because they tend to not be so engaged with doing
things to improve the JCR

AW Previous president have felt, it is intertwined with diversity, student trustees act like they are in charge -
the trustees ask questions that do not need to be asked because that batch of student trustees and before that
acted like they oversaw the exec - we do not have that now, but we need to not risk losing that relationship

TFM the fact that was happing in we spoor chair and poor onboarding of trustees - that happen when the board
is run poorly. It is problematic to say you only way people who know a lot about the JCR - it should be open to
as many people as possible. Diversity of viewpoint makes the board run well. If you get someone who does not
know a lot about the JCR, then they have not been onboarded properly - goes back to what we spoke about
getting proper inductions and training. I would not put up with any misogynistic behaviour from a student
trustee or anyone. We need good chairperson ship and a board who is competent and know what they are
doing, but you need a diverse candidate pool

CM Is there something about lead in times? We spoke about separation between person and role. When it
comes to in person trustees - that happens yearly so are there not moments you can start dropping bits of
inform on the role and give them a chance to become more familiar with the role. One thing that stops people
from applying is not knowing enough and feeling prepared. Working in longer times for saying what the roles
are - would that help

KB I agree, the separation between the role and who it is filled y - need to know about the role entirely. I
would have missed the running of the trustee election if I were not involved int he JCR - we just need more
about the role of trustee out there so you do get people who may not have been so involved before

TFM Got to keep in mind these roles are voluntary and so you do not get people who are not so in that JCR
circle. It needs to be out that it is beneficial for career moves and I do not think that is a terrible thing. We will
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not solve this topic right now, but a focus group would be good for this and is a huge topic. I do not feel
entirely comfortable talking about this as a cis white man who is already chair

CM I want to go back to the three candidates - is there scope and capacity to go for only 2 and then expand to
12 over the next few months and we incorporate all these conversations into that decision

TFM We have two spots right now - of we agree we want to explore the idea of expanding the board that
decision does not need to be had today. They all said they would be interested later

AW I would be in favour of taking two - that is what I concluded about the candidates we had and then
expanding gin future and thinking about that diversity point

CM Agreed

KB Would we want to take the generalist and then a specialist or do we want the two with their specialist
skillset

TFM We do have Steph as an accountant and Glenn for legal expertise. We do not have someone who
specialises in investment management, and we do not have someone highly strategic and with experience of
setting a strategic direction for an organisation - why GD comes out as a strong candidate for me. It is a shame
we cannot take all 3 but we must take all three. My recommendation would take GD and GKL

AW I would agree. GD has a law degree and experience working in a legal environment and his experience is
sufficient

TFM His procurement experience interests me. let us say we decide the way we work with university payroll,
and we want to get our own, that is a procurement process and is extremely complicated, but GD has
experience ding that for town council.

KB I agree with GD and GKL

TFM does anyone have objections to us taking on GD and GKL and then creating a focus group with
communities comm to look at the diversity of the board and pool of candidates, so it reflects the diversity of
the JCR
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Passed on a general aye

1. Filling Trustee
Positions

TFM Is there anyone who would like to stop into Chair of communities committee - do we nominate and
second

CM steps forward

AW This is a point I have always wanted to raise but it should be something in the byelaws

TFM Can we pass CM appointment as Chair of communities comm on a general aye

CM is chair

AW to make a proposal
for how appointment on
subcommittees should
be made

1. Legal Session

1. Legal Update AW Fashion show contract: I took it back to fashion show with comments made from BT, they are waiting on
one back now, but I need everyone to be aware of it

TFM GH will need to look at it and it will need to be looked at urgently when it comes back - ideally by legal
subcommittee too

Governance Session

1. Governance
Update

TFM Anything beyond the SLA you spoke about earlier

AW there was a bit about university policy - you will have seen my emails about rides. University is going
through a period of elevated risk awareness, a symptom of covid. They talk about risk a lot in meetings and not
much about ambitions, I raised this at WSEC. The University is being uncooperative with anything involving
risk but got assurance from SC (College Operations) that if we follow University health and safety with
reporting risk, we can do what we want

TFM Do you have that in writing

AW It will be in the minutes. If we take on the risk of running a fair ground ride, if we ensure it is set up with
university regulations and they have submitted to us and appropriate level of insurance then the University will
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permit is. I see the University getting aggy but something to keep on the radar, so their policy does not change
without informing us

TFM We have had similar things in the past, they got upset about fireworks in the house 12 gardens at Cuth's
day. They will always freak out about risk when there are noticeable events like a pandemic - not surprising but
monitor it. On University property there is little you can do without their consent. If we find they are harming
experience through a risk adverse approach, then that is a point where we take legal advice on where we stand.
It may fall off as a more pressing issue falls on Jeremy Cook’s plate

AW It is because the SLA is coming up, I got the rides based on the old SLA as it is extremely specific about
the health and safety for rides for independent common room. We need to be mindful about any new regulation
on the new sla when that is circulated

TFM We will scrutinise the new sla very carefully and will hopefully have two new trustees to help us with
that scrutiny. The point around election of subcommittee members does fall under governance

BT It just needs to specify that they need to nominate and approved in the meeting

AW There could be a point about husting, slightly more likely to happen if the board becomes bigger

TFM I am all for formalising this sort of thing - go away with BT to bring something to the next board
meeting

2. Strategy Session

1. BCP Strategy CM AW and I started on the existing one and then we met in October to go back and look at it and I did, AW
has fed back. I proposed a different version which is simplified. I have proposed one where there is a situation,
what is the protocol and who has responsibility for what in response to a situation

TFM it is excellent - it outlines where have exposure and is nice and simple

AW The only point is the business-critical areas - should we include a point about the bar? I could not work it
out. We are dependent on the bar, have a hand in the bar but we don't run the bar
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TFM Putting it in there that bar/social space. We have the gyms, library but nothing about social space and I
think you can put it under that. What is JCobRah?

CM A joke on COBRA meetings - but if it needs explaining... It could be BCP committee

TFM I will be sad to see JCobRah go. Let us rename it as BCP committee - it looks suitably comprehensive to
me

AW Definitely, previous one was not fit for purpose

TFM Well done on totally revamping

CM One thing to note is reviewing - does reviewing every two-year works

TFM Needs to be a nominal review every September and a full review every two years

AW Is this confidential as it has the personal details of everyone on it

TFM I would share a redacted version

CM Sharing in what context?

TFM They are often shared on charity websites - it is for charity commission

AW I would be in favour of not sharing at all

KB On the last page it will be Chiedza not Serge now, right?

CM Yes and the tables at the bottom are for any incident

TFM Can we pass on a general aye

Passed on a general aye

1. Trustee Board
Structure

See above

TFM We will have a focus group to expand the board in line with diversity aims
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1. Role and
Workload of
Trustees

TFM I added this point, I do not think we have been clear enough about the role of the trustees. Some of that
comes done to previous chairpersonship and at times the board has underestimated the exec and the JCR. There
are a few areas where the trustees are doing more than they should be - specifically around the policy review.
Firstly, it is a huge job. it is difficult to write policy about an organisation you don't know intimately. We have
had trustees who were at cuth’s but not all of them have a knowledge of how cuth;s runs today so I feel they
should be written by the exec and that lies with the FCO and then trustees check the legality of them.

AW I agree in principal but in practice, policy wording is particularly important as I have realised as I have
tried to follow the policies and tried to write them. This will sound mean, but you should see some of the stuff
the exec writes so I worry some members of the exec would write some pretty shit policy though there are
some who would write good policy

TFM This seems like it would fall in the remit of the FCO and GovComm but the policies should be coming
from the JCR itself and not from trustees. Other external trustees agree with me on this point. As a
self-confessed lover of grammar and semantics I am happy to reword but asking trustees to write policy from
scratch is problematic. My personal suggestion is that the policy review process is put back into the hands of
JCR with overview from the trustees on rewriting these policy documents

BT I agree external trustees not being involved would be beneficial - I think this is somewhere the exec and
trustees could work more. If the exec formulated the ideas and the student trustees looked at it from a trustee
perspective

TFM If the responsibility is clearly delegated then fine. The idea of trustee structure is oversight - if I write
one then who from the JCR actual looks at it? That is problematic so the creation of policy should come from
the JCR

AW Oversight comes from the student trustees, right? External trustees can be VONC’d

TFM I do get that but the day-to day running of the JCR is in the hands of the exec and the role of the trustee
is financial and legal responsibility and in line with charity las and it is an overstep for them to say how the
JCR is run
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CM If for certain things you need external expertise - would it be safe to add if the JCR needed help, they
could use our resources

TFM 100%. I do think we should get external legal advice on issues like GDPR (General Data Protection
Regulation). I am not saying external should not be involved I just do not think they should be writing policy -
making tweaks is one thing. If there is a policy not fit for purpose then it should go to the JCR first, then
relevant trustee and then the board

AW I am looking at policy differently- the policies at the minute are too prescriptive, they are overly long and
far too specific so go out of date quickly. The way I understand the governing documents is that the policies are
a fence around the JCR operations and should not dictate the way operations go but limits of where it can go
up to. With social media it should say what is and isn't acceptable but not how it is run - that should be up to
the discretion of the exec. Risk management should tell us how far we can go and kind of the checks and
balances of risk That is why I think external trustees still need to be involved - not as much as currently but in
a meaningful way but otherwise they are giving up a lot of oversight

TFM I just don't think trustees should be the fount of policy - you think policy are too prescriptive. I don't
disagree but it is also not my place to disagree, if you think they are too predicative re-write and then come
back to us. I don't think it is the role of external or student to re-write policy on behalf of the JCR

CM For you what would be the ideal way of sorting it out

AW It requires a degree of external expertise - I could not re-write that on my own. A lawyer who has worked
in risk would work better - it could be an external trustee in collaboration with an exec member. I think we can
expand who is working with the external trustees and some we may not need the external trustees at all - like
with social media it could be exec on our own. I would keep the system we have of two people writing them
but expand the pool of people we are working from and remove the requirement that there be always an
external trustee eon them

TFM The problem is some of the policy workload if hinge and has led to resignations. It takes hours and
beyond the commitment trustees are told about - I spent about 15 hours on the GDPR policy. Yes, external
trustees should have input and be involved., I think first draft should be written by the exec even if it is
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problematic and then meet up with an external trustee. Most just need tweaks. For some trustees who are
alumni then they make no sense

AW Do we need all the policies - I only think about three are relevant. Is there a legal requirement for us to
have all of them? It would reduce workload in just admin if we could get rid of some of them

TFM I don't know

CM Me neither. Would it make sense if you created a document like serge's where you go through what you
can do as an exec/JCR and then come back to the board. I don't hear disagreement - I just hear worry of what
you can do as a JCR and when you need oversight

TFM you need most of these policies - they are not just legal requirements but e.g., if there is a complaint
about the conduct of a JCR officer, people will first ask if there is a policy to outline conduct and we need one,
so we are covered. If something happened at an event, first question is what your policy is if someone is
injured on a ride, first question when something goes wrong is what formal procedures you followed. They are
there so people know the expectations of conduct as a volunteer and JCR officer. The events of last term
showed the first question was what the social media policy and it was an issue that we didn't really have one. I
still firmly think they should be written by the JCR and overseen by the trustees and of course some of them
will need more involvement form the external trustees but some like social media don't need to be co-written
by the board

AW CM is right, I do agree but my honest opinion is that they have been written badly in the first instance, I
love SWC, but she complicates things, and the policies all look like they were written by her. The reason it is a
huge task for external is the big level of specialist knowledge needed to write one. They can be boiled down to
much simpler things and it could be done by the JCR, but I think one thing hampering the review is why we
are reviewing and the trends across the policies. They are all convoluted, over specific and if we keep them as
they are and give them to JCR it will lonely get worse. It happened to our standing orders- they got so long and
ridiculous and if this is going to the JCR, we need a policy on policies

TFM We have one and it stresses me how much of a mess they are. We could pay someone with experience in
policy writing for charity to look at them. Or do we wait for more external trustees to come on and have a look
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CM From what you said AW it sounds like you want to be equipped to do this as a JCR, do you need
information on style, layout, tone and what you need to do them

AW if there are guidelines on what they need to say we could do that, but we need the external trustees to
know what we need to say in a policy. You could condense some down into one like volunteer management
and code of conduct as they say the same thing

TFM I tried and it is difficult it takes a whole re write. I re wrote the GDPR one form the ground up

AW They were slapped together quickly because we didn't have them

TFM There were policies when I was at Cuth's and there was a big re write when AK was President

AW That was when SWC was vice chair, and a lot were written in full by SWC

CM I think it would be good to get someone in to tell us what we need from policies having reviewed our
policies

TFM We have things that are critical to be reviewed and getting a consultant is a big decision that I would
prefer to get a wider board view on and get the experience of the new trustees utilised. I would suggest we
have a focus group - it doesn’t need the whole board. I would suggest we re group in Jan, AW, IC, CM, BT,
potentially GD, and myself have a meeting early Jan to size up the way we tackle policy review. Maybe GD
has policy frameworks from local government we can use but if we cannot do it as a group then we will get a
consultant in

AW Are there any policies that have been reviewed we need to pass?

TFM I do not think so

BT We looked at the byelaws and have not touched the constitution

CM On workload of trustees, would it be worth us having 10 minutes after a meeting amongst ourselves as
external trustees
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1. Trustee
Communication

TFM I would like to propose a trustee workload group - mostly for AW to tell us if there is a contact that
needs to be check in the next 24 hours, or if someone will be unavailable for whatever reason. We have full
work inboxes, personal ones and it is hard to check the Cuth's one regularly. All the external trustees have
fallen into the trap of not checking them as often as we could. A heads up over WhatsApp would ensure you
get much faster response for urgent matters - any objections? I will set that up and so hopefully we will get
faster responses to key questions and issues.

1. Review Session

1. Charity Bylaws
Review

Discussed above

TFM Putting it to new year

1. AOB

1. AOB

a. Bar Profits

TFM Something for us to consider as a board. AW for you to talk to TW about. Up until 2005 all college bars
were run by the JCRs - holding the license and kept the profits - it was incredibly profitable for Cuth's, we
were the richest JCR. When it was discovered, numerous bars including Cuth's hadn't had a license for 8 years
the University took them under their control with student elected bar stewards. Now it is appointed but in
Cuth's it was said the JCR would keep ⅓ of the profits - important for you to talk to TW about this urgently. I
do not know when this broke down, but it would do an awful lot for health of finances

AW In 2018/19 - the last year the bar ran normally and the year before we had an FCO we made 12k profit in
the bar and we would have got 4k if we got ⅓ profits. RJ as FCO attempted to get that money but the profit
mechanism for the bar means the University was unable to do this and we think it is a lie from JW and college
finance. He agreed a third would be reserved for JCR spending and we could recharge to college from
expenditure they agree was in the interest of students. that agreement has been further broken down due to the
bar having 2 unprofitable years. Profit mechanism has changed again that they can keep their profits but with
the caveat that the college must take the loss on the bar. Has meant that they might separate brooks and bailey
bar so brooks cannot be covered by bailey bar, but it gives context for us asking them for a substantial chunk of
money. JW said he would consider giving us money only after needs of the bar are satisfied so we would never
be able to predict the amount we could get
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TFM Talk to TW first when you can and see where we end up. AW There is a bar comm meeting I cannot go
to, and IC is going, and I am trying to get KM to be able to go in my place.

1. Next Meeting –
12/03/2022

CM Are we able to meet in person - I would like to meet in person

TFM I will be attending all future meetings in person, and I would encourage everyone to do the same. AW
and I spoke about long term strategy for the JCR and I don't think you set that over zoom so I would like the
next meeting and a strategic session over the first few months of the year sat down in person to say what we
want the objectives of the JCR to be over the next few years and how we will measure our success of meeting
those objectives - it hasn't been done for a long time and it is important we do that. It will tweak each year, but
this is not about the board dictating, a charitable organisation of where we want to get from as a financial,
diversity and inclusion, and governance standout as a charity. I would love for us to get together in person
sooner than march

IC Has there been any updates on salary overpayments?

TFM I am in a battle with finance on this and will update as soon as I have news on this. The say the
accommodation offset is impossible which I know is nonsense. I want to talk with the new trustee about setting
up our own payroll system. Short answer not yet, long answer, more to come

1.

2.

3.

a)
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